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New York welcomes 
hospital ship, Cuomo calls 
for out-of-state healthcare 
workers

March 31, 2020

New York Governor Andrew Cuomo called on Monday 
for healthcare workers elsewhere to help the state's 
overwhelmed hospitals battle the coronavirus and made 
a plea for bipartisanship and "partnership" with U.S. 
President Donald Trump.

1-1. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Comfort                                                                                    
1-2. docking on Manhattan's west side                                                                                                            
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
1-3. as New York City hospitals continued to be overrun                                                            
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

2. New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio                                                                                           

NEW YORK CITY MAYOR, BILL DE BLASIO, SAYING:
"We've all been through a lot these last few weeks, and we needed this boost...  And there 
could not be a better example of all of America pulling for New York City than the arrival of 
the USNS Comfort.”

3-1. At Midtown Manhattan's Javits Center, which on Monday                                                     
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
3-2. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo                                                                                     
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
3-3. to help New York's overwhelmed hospitals                                                                             

NEW YORK GOVERNOR ANDREW CUOMO, SAYING:
"The soldiers in this fight are our healthcare professionals...  

4. Those are the troops who are fighting this battle for us.  

5. We need to recruit more healthcare workers...  
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6. As governor of New York, I am asking healthcare professionals across the country, if you 
don't have a healthcare crisis in your community, please come help us in New York now.”

7. Cuomo announced that New York, the hardest-hit state in the country,                                  
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

8-1. According to a Reuters tally, New York state accounts                                                         
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
8-2. and more than 40%                                                                                                                    

9-1. The United States now has                                                                                                      
9-2. and officials in Detroit and New Orleans - two                                                                     
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
9-3. expected more patients and a shortage                                                                                    

[Vocabulary]
◻overflow: the amount by which a limit, capacity, etc, is exceeded 
・The place was usually overflowing with people.

◻overrun: to be present in a place in such large amounts or numbers that it is dangerous or 
unpleasant
・a city completely overrun by crime

・The mall was overrun with holiday shoppers.

◻federal: connected with the national government of a country rather than with the 
government of one of its member states
・The federal government announced a new welfare plan.

・The cost will be split between state and federal governments.

◻boost: an act that brings help or encouragement, improvement, or help
・an innovation that has been a boost to the entire industry

・a boost to morale

◻pull for: to encourage, support, or root for someone or something
・His whole hometown was pulling for him as he made his professional boxing debut on 

live television.
・I've always pulled for the company to succeed, since they made some of my most 

cherished games growing up.
◻USNS: the navy of the United States of America; maintains and trains and equips 
combat-ready naval forces
◻Javits Center: The Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, commonly known as the Javits 
Center, is a large convention center located on Eleventh Avenue, between 34th and 40th 
streets, in Hell's Kitchen, Manhattan, New York City.
◻operational: working correctly and able to be used
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・The elevator will not be operational for the next three days.

・The new equipment should be fully operational by 2003. 

◻field hospital: a temporary military hospital near the battle lines
◻call for: to request the participation or presence of; to say publicly that something must 
happen
・Several of the newspapers were calling for his resignation.

・Protesters were calling for a ban on the production of GM foods.

◻troops: soldiers, especially in large numbers
・They would send in troops if the situation got worse.

・The theater missiles could be used against American ground troops. 

◻recruit: to get someone to work in a company or join an organization; to get someone to 
help you to do something
・We won’t be recruiting again until next year.

・The church has recruited volunteers to help.

◻tally: a record of the number of things that someone has done, won, or achieved 
・The company keeps a tally of legal cases won and lost.

・They do not keep a tally of visitors to the palace, but it is very popular. 

◻account for: to form some proportion or amount of a larger whole or group 
・Smokers used to account for more than 80％. 

・These useless catalogs account for at least half the mail we get every day.

◻shortage: a lack of something that you need or want
・Refugees are facing serious food and fuel shortages.

・The country is suffering from a food shortage.

◻resource: something that you can use to help you to achieve something, especially in 
your work or study; The resources of an organization or person are the materials, money, 
and other things that they have and can use in order to function properly. 
・The Internet has become a valuable resource in schools.

・There's a great shortage of resource materials in many schools.

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the English 

language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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